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In the Know
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Introduction
This newsletter has been a goal of the HCT Photography Dept.
staff for several semesters. We are pleased that we were finally
able to produce it, and hope to continue to produce one at the
start of each semester. The purpose of this newsletter is to keep
the students (present and alumni) connected and aware with what
is going on within the department and photographic community of
Muscat. As well as, to share the student’s successes with the
college and community, to encourage and empower students to
continue their efforts. In the future, this newsletter will contain a job
bulletin page for alumni, as well as a list of companies willing to
accept trainees for current students. It will also include news from
within the Muscat photography community such as upcoming
exhibitions etc.

Higher College of Technology
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Congratulations to our 2012
graduating class.

Ahmed AlNamani

Aysha Zahir

Ahmed’s final project
showcases Oman’s
strongest men. Using the
studio to control the
lighting and emphasize
their muscles, Ahmed was
able to make a unique
portfolio of images of some
of Oman’s most famous
body builders.

Aysha’s final project is a
series which shows the
viewer a looking glass into
the subjects secret self.
The coloring technique
used adds life to the area
of the photo which shows
the viewer who the subject
truly is.

Aziza Al Balushi

Fatma Al Balushi

Aziza chose to focus on
women of Oman for her
final project. The portrait
series uses natural light,
which Aziza has mastered.
Her images aim to show
Omani women as beautiful,
yet strong.

Fatma’s final project
focuses on home issues
and how family life effects
the quality of life for
children. She aimed to use
a journalistic, unposed feel
to the images which adds
drama.

Kareema AlHashami

Khalid Al Busaidi

Kareema’s final project is a
traditional still life photo
series. Being influenced by
paintings, Kareema
photographed a collection
of antique items using
natural light to create her
series.

Khalid’s final project
focuses on Architecture,
both in the Sultanate, as
well as in the US.
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A job well done.
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Congratulations to our 2012
graduating class.

Lamya AlHashemi

Raad Al Farsi

Lamya’s final project is a
series of abstract portraits
using all female subjects.
Lamya focused largely on
color and texture as she
created windows to
photograph her subjects
through.

Raad’s final project is a
portrait series which
focuses on color and
emotion. Each image is a
unique emotion while the
feeling and styles are
consistent.

Ruqaya Al Dffaei

Taliba Al Subhi

Ruqaya’s final project is a
portrait series which
focuses on people in
nature, at night. Each
image shows how her
subjects are connected to
nature and what things
they do in the night
outdoors.

Taliba’s final project is a
portrait series which uses
an artistic reflection effect
to show the subjects in a
unique way.

Tamadher AlGhafri

Wail Al Ofree

Tamadher’s final project
show’s the life of a young
girl. Her aim was to create
a series of pictures that
showed how vivid a child's
imagination is.

Wail’s final project is an
abstract series of photos
using a variety of lights at
night to create abstract
light painting images.
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Accomplishments
2011-2012
Keep Working Hard!

“Students examine all
elements of journalism,
including researching,
writing, editing, and
reporting with particular
emphasis on new forms of
media. The program
underscores the impact of
new technologies on
journalism, and gives
participants new skills such
as editing photographs and
videos online. Through the
internship component of the
program, students gain
firsthand experience in the
field of new media”

Hundreds of college students

gained hands on

from the Sultanate of Oman

experience in the current

applied to the 2012 U.S. Institute

media profession and

for Student Leaders on New

learned about new

Media Journalism Program. Two

advances in

students among the 6 applicants

technologies and how

chosen by the US embassy in

they have shaped our

Muscat were from our department.

modern media. The

Congratulations Khalid Al

program included tours

Busaidi and Ruqaya Al Dffaei.

through the

The summer training program was

headquarters of some of

held at Washington State

the biggest media sites

University. The 6 week intensive

arounds such as Google,

training program took students

Facebook, Youtube and

from all over to study together, as

Twitter. Good work guys!

well as tour some US landmarks,
including Seattle, San Francisco
and Washington DC. The students
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Accomplishments
2011-2012
Keep Working Hard!

Internship Nepal is an
organization which
facilitates students with
companies to intern within
Nepal. Several other
countries offer similar
programs, but it’s important
to do your research to find
one which is reputable. It’s
also important to follow up
your training abroad with
training within Oman, if this
is the market that you want
to work in.

Three brave students ventured

has given them real

abroad to do summer training.

world experience as to

Congratulations Aziza Al

how the journalism

Balushi, Taliba Al Subhi, and

industry and a

Lamya Al Hashemi for taking

newsroom operate.

the initiative to not only seek out
training, but to travel to another
country to do it. The three
photographers spent 4 weeks in
Kathmandu working for the
Himalaya Newspaper. They were
able to gain hands on
experience with some of the
veteran Nepali photojournalists
and were able to shoot some
assignments of their own. This

This also gave the
students an
opportunity to
experience another
culture and work on
some images for their
own portfolios.
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Accomplishments
2011-2012
As part of our on going effort to further
connect the community with the HCT
Photography Department, we had 4
guest speakers throughout the year,
including Mr Rodger Notfail from the UK.

We say goodbye to the 3 Photography
Department Technicians, as they have all
gone abroad to further study
photography. They will return from
Australia in 2 1/2 years, and rejoin the
department. We wish them success in
their studies.

As great emphasis was put on
training this year, students from our
department worked with the following
companies to gain hands on
experience.
Bank Muscat
Oman Tel
Al Syarat Newspaper
Worker Magazine
Himalya Newspaper, Nepal
Ministry of Communications

Second year students took a trip to
Jebel Shams to work on perfecting
the art of Time Lapse Photography.
The students all worked on various
parts of the Time Lapse and the
images were edited together to
create one Time Lapse video. This is
the first year that Time Lapse
photography was introduced to the
students, and it proved to be a
success.
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Photos from the Student Exhibition from left to right By
Keerema Al Hashami, By Taliba Al Subhi, By Aziza Al
Balushi
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Accomplishments
2011-2012
As a joint effort between the HCT
Photography Dept. and the British
Council, film maker Roger Notfail was
Photo By Hafsa Al Rawahi Photo By Hafsa Al Rawahi
flown from the UK to give a hands on
workshop to our students. This was a
beneficial exercise in the art of narrative
film making and a great success.

As a part of our ongoing efforts to connect the HCT Photography Dept. with
professional photography and media organizations around the world, this year we have
been officially registered with the World Photography Organization (WPO), which
will allow HCT students to take part in competitions through the organization and
participate in online learning forums. HCT has also been added to the list of approved
colleges by Photo District News Education (PDNedu), allowing HCT students to
participate in competitions. Also as a registered college, the Photography Department
will receive the PDNedu Magazine with articles about upcoming technology, and media
industry news.

The student organized exhibition on campus was a
great success. Hundreds of visitors came to view
the images of First and Second Year students, as
well as Alumni. Students also set up a photo studio
and created portraits for visitors on the spot. The
entire event was organized by students.
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•World in Focus The ultimate travel competition from Photo District News ultimate, with categorize for
Professionals and Amateurs. The deadline is September 24th and the fee is about 9 rials per image (for
Amateurs) http://worldinfocuscontest.com/
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In the Know

•WPO Student Focus Perhaps the most internationally watched for student competition of the year.
Higher College of Technology is now a resisted college, so you can enter your photo. The theme this
year is “Celebrations.” (you will have time to shoot amazing pictures of the Eid celebrations before the
deadline) The deadline is November 30th, 2012. Follow the link to the website to find out more details.
We will hold a workshop describing the details of this competition on the 3rd of October. (see below)
http://www.worldphoto.org/competitions/sony-world-photography-awards-2013-studentfocus-award/
•September 26th we will welcome Ms Reem Alshaikh as our first guest lecturer of the year. Mrs
Alshaikh is a Muscat based, Omani photographer who specializes in unique family and child portraiture.
To learn more about her, visit her website. http://www.reemalshaikhphotography.com/
•October 3rd we will have a mandatory workshop to give you the details of the WPO student focus
competition. This is a major competition, and only 10 students from around the world will be honored.
So come find out how you can participate and get HCT’s name out into the world!

If you want to enter an upcoming contest,
but are not sure how to do it, ask on of your
lecturers! We would love to help you get your
Photo By Hafsa Al Rawahi

work out into the world.

